Specification for our Standard Oak Porch.
Our standard Oak porches are built from Oak sourced from a local mill. We then store the Oak in our
purpose built drying barn for around 12 - 18 months. This reduces the moisture content making it a lot
more stable than “Green Oak”.
This means there is no real need to assemble our porches within a certain time limit as you read with a lot
of Oak porch manufacturers. It also means we can keep standard items in stock.

Oak posts in our Drying barn, out of the
direct sun, but with plenty of ventilation.

After 12 -18 months, the Oak is taken to the workshop and is planed and sanded on all four sides.
The Standard timber sections that we use are 145mm x 145mm for the front posts. These are sanded and
finished with a traditional stop chamfer to all 4 corners. The standard post length is 2100mm. Our
quotations do not include any staddle stones as standard, unless stated. It is not recommended to let the
post go down to the ground.
The wall plates are 145mm x 65mm and are left long enough to build one end into the house wall.
The front truss is supplied ready assembled. It is built from 145mm x 65mm Oak. It is made by hand, with
mortice and tennon joints. It is then pegged with kiln dried oak dowels. The truss is finished with a stop
chamfer. This is exactly how Oak has been worked for hundreds of years.
The rafters are cut from 105mm x 50mm timber. The front rafters are again finished with a stop chamfer.
The front curved braces are cut from 110mm x 38mm stock. As a rule of thumb the braces are around a
third in length of the distance between the posts. A porch measuring 2100mm between the brackets would
have braces that protrude 700mm from the post and 700mm down the post.
The porch is supplied ready to assemble and sanded ready for you to oil or finish in any way you choose.

If the porch is to be delivered this is normally done by a pallet company. The delivery at the customers
address would be with a tail lift wagon and pallet truck. It is essential that we have your contact number
for the courier.

We would very much appreciate receiving pictures of your completed porch.
Why not take a look at our Facebook page ?

Dan Pritchard.

